We study the broadcasting of messages in tree networks under edge reductions. When an edge is reduced, its cost becomes zero. Edge reductions model the decrease or elimination of broadcasting costs between adjacent nodes in the network. Let T be an n-vertex tree and B be a target broadcast cost. We present an O(n) time algorithm for determining the minimum number of edges of T to reduce so that a broadcast cost of B can be achieved. We present an O(n log n) time algorithm to determine the minimum number of edges to reduce so that a broadcast initiated at an arbitrary vertex of T costs at most B. Characterizations of where edge reductions are placed underly both algorithms and imply that reduced edges can be centrally located.
1 Introduction B Arb (T ) is the sum of B Min (T ) and the longest path length to a vertex in the center set.
Assume we are given a tree T and a target broadcast cost B. In problem Br Min under edge reductions we determine which edges to reduce so that the resulting tree T R has a broadcast cost of at most B (i.e., B Min (T R ) B < B Min (T )) and the number of reduced edges is a minimum. In Br Arb under edge reductions we determine a reduction so that B Arb (T R ) B < B Arb (T ) and the number of reduced edges is a minimum. In this paper we present an O(n) time algorithm for Br Min and an O(n log n) time algorithm for Br Arb under edge reductions. We show that for both problems there exists an optimal reduction in which the reduced edges form a tree. This implies that when edge reductions correspond to fast communication links, such links can be centrally located.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the O(n) time algorithm for determining B Min (T ) described in 14]. Our edge reduction algorithms make use of this algorithm in a preprocessing step and work with the broadcast entries it generates. In Section 3 we rst develop characterizations of where the edge reductions are placed in an optimal reduction for Br Min. We then present the O(n) time algorithm. Problem Br Arb is discussed in Section 4. Since the nal broadcast cost is now the sum of a longest path length and the cost of a Br Min instance, di erent characterizations are established in Section 4.1. The edge reduction algorithm for problem Br Arb is presented in Section 4.2. The data structures achieving the O(n log n) time bound are described in Section 4.3. Section 5 concludes.
Review of the O(n) algorithm for Br Min
The algorithm described in 14] solves problem Br Min in O(n) time by performing a sweep through T which starts at the leaves. Our algorithms for Br Min and Br Arb under edge reductions use this algorithm as a preprocessing step and uses the entries it generates. For completeness sake, we describe the algorithm given in 14]. In order to avoid confusion, we refer to this algorithm as Algorithm CF (CF for center nding). Algorithm CF generates the following:
Procedure Determine b(u)
Input: vertex u which has u 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u q as the marked adjacent vertices. Output: b(u) Vertex c is the root of the rooted version of tree T. Throughout the paper, if not stated otherwise, we assume that T is rooted at c. We further assume that the children of each vertex u are arranged by non-increasing b-values. We illustrate the last iteration of Algorithm CF using tree T shown in Figure 4 Algorithm CF will be applied to the initial tree T as well as to trees T R with edge reductions.
We conclude this section with a brief description of the changes of Algorithm CF for a tree with 0/1 weights.
Step (2) in Algorithm Determine b(u) changes. Let n i be the number of unreduced edges among (u j ; u), 1 j i. We set b(u) = max 1 i q fb(u i ) + n i g:
Maintaining the O(n) time is straightforward. When edge (u; u i ) is reduced, a message at vertex u at time t is also available at time t at u i . When (u; u i ) is not reduced, the message arrives at u i at time t + n i . The quantity b(u i ) + n i for a reduced edge (u; u i ), i > 1, cannot result in the smallest index inducing the maximum. This holds since there exists a j, j < i, with b(u j ) b(u i ) and n j = n i . Hence, b(u) is determined correctly.
Br Min under edge reductions
In problem Br Min we determine (i) the set of vertices at which initiating a broadcast costs minimum time and (ii) the order in which each vertex sends out the message to adjacent vertices.
Algorithm CF described in the previous section solves Br Min in O(n) time. In problem Br Min under edge reductions we further determine an optimal reduction R containing the edges to be reduced. Let T R be the tree obtained from T when every edge in R has weight 0. As already stated, reduction R is an optimal reduction when B Min (T R ) B and the number of edges in R is a minimum. In this section we describe Algorithm Reduce Br Min which determines such an optimal reduction in O(n) time. When it is clear from the context, we refer to problem Br Min under edge reductions simply as problem Br Min.
Assume Algorithm CF has been applied to tree T. We assume throughout that c is the last vertex processed by Algorithm CF and that set C contains the vertices in the center set. Furthermore, p(u) denotes the parent of u when T is rooted at c and the children of u are arranged by non-increasing b-values. Optimal reductions are not unique. In Lemmas 1-3 we show that among all optimal reductions there exists one which satis es the characterization given in Lemma 3; i.e., there exists an optimal reduction so that the reduced edges form a tree and vertex c is incident to a reduced edge. This characterization is the basis for our O(n) time algorithm.
Lemma 1 There exists an optimal reduction R so that the edges in R form a tree.
Proof: Assume the edges in R do not form a tree, but a forest F . Then, there exist two edges e = (u; v) and e 0 = (u 0 ; v 0 ) in R such that there is no path between them in F . We choose e and e 0 so that no edge on the path between them is in R .
Let c be the last vertex processed when Algorithm CF is applied to tree T R . Let x be the lowest common ancestor of edges e and e 0 when is T rooted at c . Let u (resp. u 0 ) be the vertex of edge e (resp. e 0 ) closer to x. Either u or u 0 can be equal to x, but not both. W.l.o.g., assume u 6 = x and let y be the child of x on the path from x to u. For the situation shown in Figure 2 (a), let R 0 = R ? f(u; v)g f(x; y)g. The situation for e and e 0 can also be as shown in Figure 2(b) ; i.e., x = u 0 and v 0 = y. In this case, let z be the vertex adjacent to y on the path from y to u and let R 0 ? f(u; v)g f(y; z)g. R 0 and R reduce the same number of edges and B Min (T R ) = B Min (T R 0 ). Reduction R 0 is thus also an optimal reduction. Compared to R , one reduction is performed closer to the root c . If the edges in R 0 form a tree, we have obtained the desired reductions. Otherwise, apply the edge reduction swap again. This process will eventually produce a desired reduction.
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The next two lemmas show that there exists an optimal reduction R forming a tree for which vertex c is incident to a reduced edge.
Lemma 2 There exists an optimal reduction R so that R forms a tree and c is incident to an edge in R .
Proof: Assume that the edges in R are connected, but that no edge is incident to c . Let c i be the vertex incident to c so that all edges in R are in the subtree rooted at c i . Let u be the vertex closest to c i incident to a reduced edge. Let p (u) be the parent of u in tree T R with root c . By reducing edge (u; p (u)) and not reducing one of the edges incident to u in R , we obtain a reduction R 0 with B Min (T R ) B Min (T R 0 ). Making this change may have caused the edges in R 0 to get disconnected. However, by applying Lemma 1 to R 0 , we obtain another optimal reduction containing edge (u; p (u)) and R 0 connected. We repeat this process of trading edges until an edge incident to c is reduced. 2 Lemma 3 Let R be an optimal reduction so that the edges in R form a tree and vertex c is 7 incident to an edge in R . Then, vertex c is incident to an edge in R .
Proof: Let c 1 ; : : : ; c q be the children of vertex c in T and let T=c j be the tree obtained from T when the subtree rooted at c j is deleted, 1 j q. We use B c (T=c j ) to denote the cost of broadcast in T=c j initiated at c. We make use of the following two inequalities which hold for every j, 1 j q: We are now ready to describe Algorithm Reduce Br Min which is given in Figure 3 . As already stated, the rst step is to invoke Algorithm CF on tree T. Reduction R is determined by considering every vertex u and determining which of u's incoming edges are reduced. We distinguish between two types of reductions. A forced reduction is placed on every edge (v i ; u) with b(v i ) B. Choice reductions are placed on edges to achieve a broadcast cost of B for vertex u. Algorithm Reduce Br Min chooses the leftmost edges for the choice reductions.
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Algorithm Reduce Br Min (1) We say that C R is a simple center set if it contains only vertices incident to reduced edges and it is an extended center set if it contains vertices not incident to reduced edges. Center set C R is a simple center set if at least two edges need to be reduced to achieve broadcast cost B ? 1. This is equivalent to the existence of at least two vertices in T R which experience a broadcast cost of B. Figure 4 (a) shows a tree T R with a simple center set. In an extended center set, the vertices in C R not incident to a reduced edge have a common parent which we call the extended center vertex x e . Figure 4 (b) shows an extended center set with x e = c. When T R contains an extended center vertex x e having a child x i such that edge (x e ; x i ) is not reduced and x i 2 C R , reducing (x e ; x i ) achieves a broadcast cost of B ? 1. Hence, in an extended center set the reduction of a single edge decreases the broadcast cost. Extended center sets play only a minor role in Br Min, but they have considerable impact on the algorithm for Br Arb. From the way reductions are made by Algorithm Reduce Br Min, it follows that when C R is an extended center set, we have x e = c and all reductions are on edges incident to c.
We conclude this section with the optimality of the reduction generated by Algorithm Reduce Br Min. Let b R be the resulting broadcast values obtained when Algorithm CF is applied to tree T R . Observe that vertex c is not necessarily the last vertex processed. However, there exists an order of choosing vertices with the same b R -value so that c is the last vertex processed. Hence, w.l.o.g. we can assume that c is the last vertex processed. Proof: Let R be the reduction generated by Algorithm Reduce Br Min. It is clear that B Min (T R ) = B and that the edges in R form a tree. Let R be an optimal reduction. Using the previous lemmas, we can assume that the edges in R form a tree and that vertex c is processed last when running Algorithm CF on T R . We show that there exists an R with R = R.
Consider a vertex v and assume that R and R reduce the same edges on the path from c to v. Let u 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u k be the children of v with b(u 1 ) : : : b(u k ). Assume that R reduces edges (v; u 1 ); (v; u 2 ); : : : ; (v; u l ). If R also reduces these l edges and no more, we are done handling vertex v. Otherwise, we proceed as follows.
Assume rst that there exists a vertex u r such that edge (v; u r ) is reduced in R, but not in R , r l. Choose r to be as small as possible. Then, edges (u; v 1 ); : : : ; (u; v r?1 ) are reduced in R as well as R and b R (u r ) b (u r ) = b(u r ). The equality holds since no further edges are reduced in the subtree rooted at u r in R . Since R is an optimal solution, we have b(u r ) < B.
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Edge (v; u r ) thus has a choice reduction in R (i.e., it is reduc ed to decrease the delay of the message arriving at the nodes u r ; u r+1 ; : : : ; u l ). Hence, there exists a , 0, so that b(u r+ ) + + 1 > B.
If R contains an edge (v; u r+ ), 1, which is reduced, we change R so that edge (v; u r ) is reduced and edge (v; u r+ ) is not. This swap does not change the broadcasting cost and thus results in another optimal solution. If the new R does not form a tree, we apply Lemma 1. If there exists no edge (v; u r+ ), 1, which is reduced in R , R would not be an optimal solution. This follows since there exists a such that b(u r+ )+ +1 > B. We can thus assume that there exists an optimal solution which also reduces edge (v; u r ).
Finally, consider the situation when R does not reduce edge (v; u r ), but R does. Observe that R and R agree on their action of the rst r ? 1 edges incident to v. Not reducing the edges (v; u j ), r j k, or any edges in the subtrees rooted at these vertices does not cause tree T R to exceed the target broadcast cost. It thus follows that R does not need to make a reduction on edge (v; u r ). Since R is optimal solution, R will not make such a reduction. It follows that there exists an R = R and thus R is an optimal reduction. The O(n) time bound for generating R follows from the O(n) time bound of the Algorithm CF and how edge reduction are determined.
4 Br Arb under edge reductions
In problem Br Arb under edge reductions we determine, for a given tree T and a target broadcast cost B, a reduction R so that (i) a broadcast initiated at an arbitrary vertex is completed by time B in T R and (ii) the number of reduced edges is a minimum. Recall the cost of a tree T In Br Arb under edge reductions the decision on where to place edge reductions is thus determined by the cost of an Br Min instance and a longest path length. In Section 4.1 we present characterizations of an optimal reduction which allow us to e ciently identify one op-timal reduction among all possible optimal reductions. In particular, we show that we can again assume that the reduced edges form a tree containing vertex c and that the cost of an Br Arb instance under edge reductions is the sum of a longest path length and the cost of an Br Min instance. Making use of these characterizations leads to a solution for Br Arb which considers all possible distances and solves an Br Min instance for each distance. If Algorithm Reduce Br Min were invoked each time, O(n 2 ) time would follow. In Section 4.2 we describe Algorithm Reduce Br Arb which achieves the claimed O(n log n) time bound. Algorithm Reduce Br Arb also considers all possible distances, but avoids recomputations and makes updates on existing reductions. In order to make these updates fast, we introduce entries de ned on the edges and we change how Algorithm Reduce Br Min selects edges for choice reductions.
Characterizations for Br Arb
The next two lemmas show that there exists an optimal reduction in which reductions are made as characterized in Lemma 3; i.e., the reduced edges form a tree containing vertex c. Let R be an optimal reduction and let c be the last vertex processed when Algorithm CF is applied to tree T R .
Lemma 5 There exists an optimal reduction R so that the edges in R form a tree and c is incident to a reduced edge.
Proof: The reduction trading operations described in the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 do not increase the broadcast cost. We now show that reduction trading does not increase the cost of the Br Arb instance. Assume R does not satisfy the lemma and let R 0 be the reduction in which a reduction on edge (u; p (u)) is removed and a reduction is placed on edge (v; p (v)), where v is an ancestor of u in T R . From the way edges are chosen in Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that the path from p (u) to v does not contain a reduced edge.
When vertex v is not in the center set of T R , neither the longest path length to a center vertex nor the broadcast cost increases. Hence, the cost of reduction R 0 is not larger than that of R .
When vertex v is in the center set, v is a child of c . Placing the reduction on edge (v; c )
can increase the longest path length to a vertex in the center set. It can also result in vertex 13 c no longer being the last vertex processed when applying Algorithm CF. More speci cally:
The longest path length can increase by 1. This can happen when the size of the center set decreases and a vertex in C R is no longer in C R 0 . Or, it can happen when the length of the path from a vertex in the subtree rooted at u to vertex v increases by 1 (since edge (u; p (u)) is no longer reduced).
Since edge (u; p (u)) looses its reduction, it is possible that b 0 (v) > b (v) . This can result in vertex v being the new root of tree T R 0 .
We next show that neither of these two events increases the cost of reduction R When Algorithm CF is applied to T R 0 , vertex v is processed last and is made the root. However, the broadcast cost does not change; i.e., B Min (T R 0 ) = B Min (T R ). Figure 5 shows trees T R and T R 0 for which this happens. For clarity, the edges are directed towards the corresponding roots. Observe that longest path length to a vertex in the center set is 3 for both trees. We next show that the longest path length cannot increase in T R 0 .
Center set C R 0 contains v (since it is the root) and c (since edge (v; c ) is reduced). It also contains children of vertex v in T R 0 . In particular, let w be the child of v so that the subtree rooted at w contains u (recall that edge (u; p (u)) lost its reduction in the reduction trading). It is conceivable that an optimal reduction increases the broadcast cost for the sake of reducing the distance to the vertices in the center set.
To show that vertex c is incident to a reduced edge we show that, when Algorithm CF is applied to tree T R , vertices can be marked so that vertex c is not the root, but a vertex on the path from c to p(c ) is. We can then apply Lemma 5 to obtain a reduction containing an edge incident to the new root. By repeating this argument we eventually generate a reduction satisfying the lemma. Proof: Let x and y be two vertices such that y 2 C and the distance from x to y in T R is d .
Assume rst that C is a simple center set. In this case, c is the vertex processed last. When C is a simple center set there exists either a vertex w 2 C such that w has two children w 1 and w 2 with b (w 1 ) = b (w 2 ) = B , or all vertices with a broadcast cost of B form a path P starting at vertex c and ending at some vertex w. In the rst case, a broadcast initiated at x costs d + B . In the second case, vertex c has a child not on path P also inducing a broadcast cost of B for c. Independent of the position of vertex x, a broadcast initiated at x costs time d + B . Assume now that C is an extended center with vertex x e as the extended center vertex. Vertex x e is now the last vertex processed. Let x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : be the children of x e , in non-increasing order of their b -values. Let x i be the smallest-indexed child of x e inducing b (x e ) = B . Observe that edges incident to x e may be reduced (because edges can be on long paths). Vertices x 1 ; : : : ; x i are in C . If the path from x to y does not lie in the subtree rooted at x e , a broadcast initiated at x costs d + B . Assume thus that the path from x to y is in the subtree rooted at x e . If y = x j with j i, then a broadcast initiated at x costs d + B Min (T R ). The same is true when y = x e . Finally, y can be positioned so that there exists a path from x e to y consisting of reduced edges. Again, a broadcast initiated at x costs d + B .
We have thus shown that d + B is a lower bound for B Arb (T R ). Clearly, it also is an upper bound and thus B Arb (T R ) = d + B . 2 17 
Description of Algorithm Reduce Br Arb
In the previous section we showed that the cost of an optimal reduction is the sum of a longest path distance and the cost for an Br Min instance. Assume again that Algorithm CF has been applied to tree T and that T has been rooted at vertex c. Let Observe that the distinction between the \distance to vertex c" and the \distance to a vertex in the center set" is crucial in the discussion of the algorithm. to compute the be-entries an O(n log n) time.
As an example, consider vertex u in Figure 9 (a). Its eight children have the b-values 12; 10; 10; 10; 8; 8; 8; 6 and the h-values 4; 5; 3; 6; 6; 6; 6; 6, respectively. Vertex v 7 induces b(u) = 8 + 7 = 15. One edge (v i ; u) with 1 i 7 receives a be-value of 14. Vertex v 4 is one of the vertices of the largest height and we set be(v 4 ; u) = 14. The be-values for the eight edges are 12; 11; 10; 14; 13; 9; 8; 6, as shown on the edges.
Assume that distance d + 1 has been considered and that tree T d+1 has been generated. At this point, an edge (u; p(u)) is in one of 3 states: (u; p(u)) has a distance reduction; implies h(u) d+1. Distance reductions made remain as d decreases. Broadcast reductions can be removed or change into distance reductions as d decreases.
Observe that the longest path from a vertex in T d+1 to center vertex c can be smaller than d+1 (since broadcast reductions can decrease the longest path length). Compared to T d+1 , tree T d will have more distance reductions and fewer broadcast reductions. Figure 7 gives an outline of Algorithm Reduce Br Arb. Proof: Let R be an optimal solution for Br Arb. Among all optimal reductions we choose one whose reduced edges form a tree containing vertex c and which gives preference to vertices of large height (the height is de ned with respect to the tree rooted at c). Let We show that T d is an optimal reduction. Assume R is chosen so that it agrees with T d on as many reduced edges as possible. When R corresponds to a simple center set, the longest path from c (or from any vertex incident to a reduced edge) to a vertex in T R is d . When R corresponds to an extended center set, every vertex u in the center set with (u; p(u)) not in R has h (u) < d . Whether a simple or extended center set, h (c ) = d implies that every distance reduction made in T d is in R . To show that the broadcast reductions of T d are also in R we only need to consider edges (u; p(u)) with h(u) < d .
Observe that the directions on the edges in T d and T R di er only for the edges on the path from c to c . Edges on this path are reduced in T d (because they have a distance reduction) as well as T R (because the tree formed by the reduced edges contains c). Let (u; Vertex u is thus a child of c which satis es the conditions for placing c into set E.
Let R 0 be the reduction whose cost is computed when c is handled in Process Extended Set. We next show that the number of edges reduced in R 0 equals that of the reduced edges in R . Analog to Case 1, the edges on the path from c to c are reduced in both reductions. Hence, when referring to an edge (u; p(u)) below, the parent is the same vertex in both trees. 
Algorithm Process Extended Set
In this section we describe the data structures used by Algorithm Process Extended Set so that the total work done in Process Extended Set is bounded by O(n log n). We assume that the h-, b-, and be-entries have been already been determined. Recall that these entries are determine with respect to the tree rooted at vertex c. Algorithm Reduce Br Arb accesses vertices sorted by h-an be-entries and such lists can be set up easily. In order to achieve O(n log n) time for the processing of all extended center vertices, we set up the following two data structures. For every vertex u which has at least one child of height d, list H u;d contains the children of u having height d. The children do not need to be arranged in a particular order. Clearly, these lists can be set up so that for a given vertex u and degree d, a pointer to list H u;d is generated in O(log n) time.
The second data structure is similar to the B u trees used for computing the be-entries: for 
Conclusions
We presented an O(n) time algorithm for problem Br Min and an O(n log n) time algorithm for Br Arb under edge reductions in trees with unary weights. For both problems we showed that there exists an optimal reduction in which the reduced edges form a tree containing the root of the broadcast tree without edge reductions. A natural generalization is to consider trees with arbitrary, positive weights. Our algorithm for Br Min under edge reductions can be generalized to handle arbitrary weights. The running time increases to O(n log n). However, our approach for Br Arb under edge reductions fails for trees with arbitrary weights. The main reason is that for Br Arb with arbitrary weights it is no longer true that the cost of a broadcasting from an arbitrary vertex is the sum a longest path distance plus the cost of a Br Min instance. The actual cost can be lower. While this cost can be characterized, the characterization does not seem to lead to an e cient algorithm.
